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Notice: This information is for entertainment purposes
onl y.
The information contained on this page and in this book is an opinion, and it should be
used for personal entertainment purposes only. You are responsible for your own
behavior, and none of the information contained in this book is to be considered legal or
personal advice.
This book is copyright© 2003; all rights reserved. It is illegal to copy, distribute, or create
derivative works from this book, in whole or in part, or to contribute to the copying,
distributing, or creating of derivative works of this book.
Now let’s get on with the dates!
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Introduction
Congratulations! Here is some great bonus information for dating. Use these ideas to
enhance your dating experiences.
The information you are going to read is compiled from my own personal experience of
over 20 years of active dating (15 years as a single and 5 years being married), my wife’s
experience with 11 years of dating (6 years as a single and 5 years being married) as well
as interviews with some of the most fun, creative, and romantic daters that I have known
through the years. So this is the information I wish to share with you—some of the tools
to be as successful as you can be in your dating experience. This is information that I wish
I had when I embarked upon my dating journey over 20 years ago.
Read and enjoy!
Merrill Teemant
www.101datingideas.com
dates@101datingideas.com
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Three Great First Date Ideas
First Date - Dating Tips
Lets get real, a dinner and movie is not a great first date. Let's try something different, something
interesting, and something where you can interact and get to know each other better.
We are shooting for conversation and a movie just doesn't cut it. Dinner is fine as long as it is not too ritzy or
uppity, because then you are concentrating on the dinner instead of your date. Make your date feel relaxed
and comfortable. You don't want the first date to be a marathon, save some energy and intrigue for the next
date.

101 Great First Dates
F I R ST D ATE N UMBE R 1.
Lunch Date. A really good first date, especially if you don’t know each other, is a lunch date. This is very
comfortable for your first date; usually it is best if your date meets you there. They know it will only be an
hour and can leave at anytime since they met you there. They will be around other people and they know they
will be safe. This first type of date should be at some kind of local café. Avoid the chain restaurants; these are
usually packed, have a long wait, and certainly aren’t very interesting. Going to a local café shows ingenuity,
adventure, and style. These cafés are usually quieter and you will get a chance to talk and get to know each
other. Find one that has a “cool” reputation and offers a variety of food and beverage.

F I R ST D ATE N UMBE R 14.
Dinner on the Boardwalk. If you live near a coast, this will be very memorable. Call and get reservations so
you can sit near a window overlooking the ocean. Or better yet, if they have an outdoor table, sit outside and
enjoy the breeze. Try some calamari or something different for an appetizer. After dinner, take a walk on the
boardwalk or a drive on the coast; get some ice cream and sit on a bench and eat it as you listen to the waves
crash and watch the sunset.

F I R ST D ATE N UMBE R 17.
Crabbing. Crabbing is also a lot of fun and a great first date. If you live near the ocean, you usually don’t
need a license. Sometimes you can just catch them as they wash into shore with the waves. When they wash
onto the shore, get a stick and let them bite it. Carry them while they are holding onto the stick and put them
in a cooler. Go to your house and cook them and enjoy! Try http://www.bhg.com/home/Crab-Recipes.html or
http://www.lobster-n-crab.com/recipes/FramesBoiledBlueCrabs.htm.

To see more great first dates, download the eBook 101 Great First Dates, there are 101 Great First
Dates in this eBook - these are great ways to get to know your date better. As you can see, these dates
are also great for second and third dates...
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Three Great Romantic Date Ideas
Romantic Date - Dating Tips
Romance, Romantic, Romancing. Romance means something different to everyone. The trick is to find
something that you and your date will both enjoy.
The romantic date will set the mood for love and passion. How you act on this date is also extremely
important. Do not show insecurity or neediness as that will kill the Romance for most people. It is important
that you are at your best so you can get the desired result from your Romantic Date. Remember, suspense
and anticipation are of utmost importance in creating the romantic feelings. Whether you are single or
married, try to create moments of anticipation, surprise and suspense in your relationship. The more you can
do this, the more romantic your relationship will be!

101 Great Romantic Dates
R O MANTI C D ATE N UMBE R 20.
An Evening of Poems. Before the date, go to the library or bookstore and buy some romantic poetry books.
It is most interesting if you can get books from several different eras: 16th century, 17th century, 18th, 19th,
and now. For the date, read each other several poems from each book and talk about what the author must
have been feeling. The most exciting part occurs next. Since you have been reading the poems and your
creative and romantic juices have been flowing, take pen and paper and write your own romantic poems
about each other and your relationship. Read these to each other. Express your feelings about your lover and
your relationship. As an after-date bonus, have these poems written or typed on stock or starch paper and
framed in a glass picture frame. Then give them to your date as an expression of love.

R O MANTI C D ATE N UMBE R 57.
Dinner in an Atrium. Order an appetizer from one of your favorite restaurants, an entrée from another, and
dessert from another. Pick them all up. Hopefully they are close to each other so that your food does not get
too cold. Beforehand arrange to get evening access to an office building that has a huge Atrium. Have table
clothes and candles ready. Bring your date and the food to the preset Atrium location. Enjoy a quiet dinner in
the spacious garden Atrium setting.

R O MANTI C D ATE N UMBE R 100.
Foot Massage. Take your date to a Bath and Body Works. Smell and test all of the lotions and creams they
have available. Then choose one or two of your favorites and purchase them. Take him/her back to your place
and give them a great foot massage. Some tips to make everyone more comfortable: 1) Have some wet wipes
and each of you wipe off your feet before you begin. 2) If you’re not sure how to give a foot massage, rent or
buy a book about foot massaging that you can use for a reference before you begin. You don’t want to
interrupt the massaging by looking at the book. Give your date your full attention and it will bring some
passion and good tension into your night!
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101 Great Romantic Dates e-book
When you are in the Mood!

Worth every penny..
Exactly what I expected and then some. Fun reading and some really GREAT ideas. I
Would not be surprised if I tried everything in these booklets at least once over the next
year or so. Quality thinking went into these ideas and I recommend these to any current
single.
--Adam Palant, Trenton, New Jersey

Three Great Cheap Date Ideas
Cheap Dates - Dating Tips
First off let me define cheap. A dinner and a movie - is that cheap? A decent dinner will cost at least $25 a
person; appetizer, drinks, entrée, desert, plus tax and tip. So the bare minimum for a dinner for two is $50.
Then you go see a movie - at $7.50 a pop, plus popcorn $5 and drinks $3 each you are looking at 2 tickets for
$15, drinks and popcorn another $11, for a total of $26. Now add that to your $50 dinner and you are at $76,
plus gasoline and any parking lot fees. So I would not call dinner and a movie a cheap date unless you are
Donald Trump or one of his children. How cheap is cheap? I guess that is up to you, but for the purpose of
this eBook, cheap is being defined as less than $20- that is almost a third of the price of dinner and a movie.
Now just because it is a cheap date, doesn't mean that it isn't a romantic date, fun date, or
creative date!

101 Cheap Dates
C HEAP D ATE N U MBER 15.
Support the Local Farmer. Actually go to a farm where you can walk into the field and pick whatever fruit is
in season—strawberries, peaches, apples, etcetera. Then go back to your place and make a pie with the fresh
fruit you just picked. The charge is usually per bushel, so if you get a bushel or half-bushel of peaches or
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strawberries, that is what you will get charged for. The fun here is that you are out picking the fruit, fresh
from the farm.

C HEAP D ATE N U MBER 18
Gossip Magazines and Ice Cream. Go the grocery store, buy some fancy ice cream, and then buy two
gossip magazines like Star or National Enquirer. Go to your place or outside with a blanket, eat the ice cream,
read the magazines, and laugh at the funny stories in them. Or enjoy reading and talking about the latest
scoop involving your favorite celebrities. If you buy the Ben and Jerry’s pints or the Haagen Daz pints of ice
cream, then it is easier to eat outdoors—very tasty. The cost is: fancy ice cream at $3 per pint (get one for
each of you) and magazines at $3 per magazine (get one for each of you). Switch magazines when you are
done with yours, and try each other’s ice cream.

C HEAP D ATE N U MBER 32
Early Morning Garage Sale. This is an early morning adventure. Get Friday’s newspaper, find all the local
garage sales, and map them out. Early Saturday morning, pick up your date, go to the local coffee shop and
get your fix, then head out to as many garage sales as you can. Rummaging through other people’s junk is
great conversation. You have $20 to spend, minus your coffee.

As you can see these are fun, interesting, creative and cheap. To make this cheap date a romantic date
is not difficult at all, especially when you have 101 Dates to choose from. To get all of these dates and
dating ideas - and never be at a loss for something fun, creative and interesting to do, download the
eBook 101 Great Cheap Dates.

Three Great Free Date Ideas!
Free Dates - Dating Tips
Some of the best free dates are also the most creative dates. Free Dating should also consist of
Romantic Dates and Fun Dates. Don't be shy as these may possibly be the most memorable dates you ever go
on. Choose the ones that seem like the most fun to both you and your date. These dates are as much about
sharing each others personality and finding out your dates likes and dislikes as they are about having a great
time. As always, make sure you check out the weather conditions first and that you understand and are
prepared for whatever risks are involved in your activity.

101 Free and Creative Dates
F REE D ATE N UM BER 33
Ghost Towns. Find a good map of the area that points out where the ghost towns are. Drive to one or two of
them. For this date it is best that this is not a commercial ghost town but a real one. When you get there, try
to locate where the various houses were and the different parts of the town. See if there are any old relics
lying around.
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F REE D ATE N UM BER 54
Visit an Ostrich farm. Ostriches are interesting enough, and there are Ostrich farms popping up all over
America. This is due to their lean meat and breeding capabilities. Take a tour of one of these. The owners are
always happy to share the Ostrich love.

F REE D ATE N UM BER 64
A Movie Script. Write a five- to ten-minute movie script together. Film it on a video camera. Show it to your
friends and enjoy some ice cream or popcorn while you are watching it. If you are really creative, do different
genres: one Romance, one Comedy, one Drama, and one Adventure movie. This could span into several
dates.

To get all 101 of these Free and Creative Dates, download the 101 Free Dates eBook and never be at a
loss for something fun, interesting and free! There Tons of Dating Ideas so you will never have to
wonder what you should do on a date again!
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